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Baby Puppy Dog
(Class 1, 4 entries)

1: Tiergarten Lohnro
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)*

Very Promising
BRADWINS RIBTICKLA

6 months, nice colour and pigmentation with good balance, good head and expression, high withers,
firm back, good croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulations, slightly close going, correct
coming, slightly restricted in the reach but good drive behind.
2: Sonnenschein Ezy Rider
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NED TO

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

5 and a half months, lovely pup, good balance, good head and expression, slightly low withers, slight
roach in the back, good lay of croup, slightly short in the upper arm, slightly overangulated behind,
slightly close going, correct coming, slightly restricted in the reach with a slightly overangulated drive
behind.
3: Sonnrnschein Eye of Vegas
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

5months, nice pup, good head and expression, good withers, firm back, good croup, slightly short in
upper arm, good hind angulations, slightly close going, correct coming, slightly restricted in the reach
but good drive behind.

Puppy Dog
(Class 3, 8 entries)

1: Boldova of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP

Very Promising
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS

6 months, large, strong, slightly stretched, good colour and pigmentation, good head and expression,
standing correct in front, slightly cow hocked behind, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup,
slightly short in upper arm, slightly overangulated behind, going very close in the hind, correct coming,
slightly restricted in the reach with good hind drive.
2: Brojan Ultimately Elvis
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Promising
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE

10 months, strong, well above medium size, lovely head and expression but eyes could be darker,
high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, well developed front, good hind angulations, slightly close
going, correct coming, slightly restricted in reach with good drive behind, the ears could be firmer.
3: Reichund Nunayabizniz
REICHUND ABITOVA MISSION

Very Promising
REICHUND DIDYADOIT

Medium size, medium strong, good balance, good head and expression, eyes could be darker, high
withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulation, correct
going and coming, slightly restricted in the reach, good hind drive, visibly soft in the ears in
movement.
4: Abelara Raise The Standard
AMSTINE DAKA (IMP AUST)*

Very Promising
TIERGARTEN HALAH *

8 months, black and tan, slightly stretched, medium size, medium strong, lovely head and expression,
eye could be slightly darker, high wither, firm back, good lay of croup, short in upper arm, good hind
angulations, slightly close going, correct coming, slightly restricted in the reach, good hind drive.

5: Rahkantra Jumping Jack Flash
CH RAHKANTRA HIGH AN MIGHTY

Promising
RAHKANTRA GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

10 months, medium strong, well balanced, lovely head, eyes could be darker, high withers, slightly

roached back, short and flat croup, short upper arm, good chest development and hind angulations,
correct going, correct coming, restricted in the reach and drive, tends to drop a bit in the front, firm
back.
6: Igor von Gavarol
ARTUS VOM SCHLOSS AM

Promising
TABOO VON GAVAROL

7 months, strong, good strong build, little stretched, good head and expression, slightly roached in the
back, correct standing in front, slightly cow hocked behind, good withers, short and steep croup, short
and steep upper arm, good hind angulations, close and cow hocked going, correct coming, he tends
to drop in the front in the movement and is restricted in the reach and drive.

Junior Dog
(Class 5, 4 entries)

1: Oakway in the Know
AIMSWAY ARMED 'N' DANGEROUS

Very Good Select
OAKWAY MAK'IN IT BIG*

Large, strong, slightly stretched, standing slightly close in the front, good head and expression,
standing slightly close behind, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup, slightly short upper arm, well
developed chest, slightly over angulated behind, slightly close going, correct coming, in movement
shows restriction in the reach with very good hind drive.
2: Aktahund Take Manhatton
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

14 months, medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, good head but expression could be
better, eyes could be darker, slightly narrow in front, tends to show cow hocks behind, high withers,
firm back, slightly short and flat croup, short in upper arm, slightly too much tuck up underneath, good
hind angulations, slightly close going, slightly out in elbows coming, slightly restricted in reach with
good hind drive.
3: Westfield Vicolo
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ*

Very Good
OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE*

14 months, medium size, medium strong, good compact, lovely head, eyes could be darker, correct in
front, stands correct behind, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, slightly short upper arm, well
developed chest, good hind angulations, correct going, correct coming, slightly restricted reach, good
hind drive

Intermediate Dog
(Class 6, 4 entries)

1: Acarya Quortda Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP

2 years 3 months, large, strong, slightly stretched, good head, eyes could be darker, high withers,
slight roach in the back, very short and steep croup, good front development of chest, slightly short in
upper arm, slightly overangulated behind, stands close in front, a little bit east west, stands correct in
front, a little close going, correct coming, in movement he shows a little restriction in reach with good
hind drive.
2: Heathcote Hot to Trot
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUST)

Very Good
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN*

2 years, medium size, medium strong, well balanced, lovely head and expression, eyes could be
slightly darker, high withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, well developed chest, slightly
short in upper arm, good hind angulations, stands correct in front, slightly cow hocked standing
behind, correct going and coming, slightly restricted restricted in the reach in front and tends to drop
in the front, good hind drive, if he moves fast he tends to crab a bit.
3: Oakway Drum Roll
OAKWAY QUANTUM LEAP*

Very Good
OAKWAY BASIC INSTINCT*

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, good head and expression with dark eyes, stands a
little east west, stands a little cow hocked behind, slightly upright in the shoulders, slightly steep in

upper arm, slightly short croup, slightly overangulated behind, slightly out in elbows coming, in
movement he is restricted in the reach but with good hind drive,
4: Brojan Rolling Stone
SKRIVER'S XATO (IMP SWE)

Very Good
BROJAN EXTREME

2 years 7 months, strong, large, good pigmentation, nice head and expression, correct standing
behind, slight roach in the back, short in croup, short in upper arm, slightly overangulated behind,
correct going, slightly close in the front, in movement tends to drop in the front, restricted in reach with
good drive.

New Zealand Bred Dog
(Class 8, 4 entries)

1: Ch Zetland Manhatton
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER*

Excellent
ZETLAND HELLFIRE

Medium size, medium strong, compact, nice head and expression, eyes could be slightly darker, high
withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, short upper arm, well developed chest, good hind
angulations, stands correct in front and behind, correct going, slightly turned out in the elbows
coming, slightly restricted in the reach, good drive behind with a firm back.
2: Zetland Mad Max *
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER *

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

3 years 5 months, large, strong, slightly stretched, good head and expression, high withers, firm back,
slightly short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, well developed chest, slightly
overangulated behind, correct standing in front, slightly cow hocked behind, a little bit close going,
correct coming, in movement he is slightly restricted in the reach with good hind drive and firm back.
3: Acarya Quite a Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER

Very Good
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP

2 years 3 months, medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, head and expression could be
better, pigmentation could be darker, high withers, firm back, very short in croup, short in upper arm,
well developed chest, slightly overangulated behind, correct standing in front, correct standing behind,
slightly cowhocked going, correct coming, in movement he tends to have restriction in the reach with
good drive behind with a firm back.
4: Kriegerhund Fahrenheit
HAFRAN'S PAJKOS (IMP SWE)

Very Good
KRIEGERHUND BEWITCHED

Large, strong, a little bit heavy, nice head and expression where eyes could be darker, high withers,
firm back, slightly short and steep croup, short in upper arm, good hind angulation, well developed
chest, stands correct in front, slightly crossing going, slightly out in elbows coming, restricted in reach
and good hind drive, firm back.

Open Dog
(Class 11, 6 entries)

1: Brojan Shock Wave
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Excellent
BROJAN JAZZ STAR

2 years 6 months, medium size, medium strong, well balanced, lovely head and expression, high
withers, firm back, good lay of croup, could be slightly longer, slightly short in upper arm, good hind
angulations, well developed chest, standing correct in front and behind, a little bit cow hocked going,
correct coming, in movement slightly short in reach, good hind drive with firm back and has good
ground coverage.
2: Hundmeister Bring It On
SKRIVER'S XATO (IMP SWE)

Excellent
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET*

5 and a half years old, medium size, strong, a little bit stretched, nice head and expression, high
withers, firm back, good lay of croup, slightly short, slightly close standing behind, short in upper arm,
good hind angulations, well developed chest, correct going, slightly out in elbows coming, in
movement he is slightly restricted in reach with good hind drive and firm back and a little bit steep in
the tail.

3: Ch Bradwins Lord Jester*
INGO VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)*

Excellent
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUST)*

8 years, medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, high withers, firm
back, slightly short steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, well developed chest, slightly
overangulated behind, slightly close going, slightly out in elbows coming, in movement has slight
restriction in the reach with good drive and a firm back.
4: Zetland Just A Joker*
CH OAKWAY ULTIMATE FORCE*

Excellent
ZETLAND FREE SPIRIT

6 years, 11 months, large, strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, high withers, firm
back, slightly short and steep, short in upper arm, well developed chest, good hind angulation, correct
standing in front and behind, a little close going, correct coming, in movement he is slightly restricted
in the front with good drive and a firm back, he is a bit soft in the ears.
5: Amstine Daka (Imp Aus)
AUS CH KWINT VOM JUERIKSTALL

Excellent
KANTENNA LIZ HURLEY*

5 years 11 months, large, strong, a little bit stretched, a little bit heavy, nice head and expression,
high wither, firm back, slightly short in the croup, correct standing in front, slightly close behind, short
in upper arm, good hind angulations, well developed chest, slightly close going, correct coming, in
movement he is slightly restricted in reach with good hind drive and firm back.
Best Dog:
Reserve Best Dog:

Brojan Shock Wave (Open Dog)
Hundmeister Bring It On (Open Dog)

Baby Puppy Bitch
(Class 1a, 13 entries)

1: Sonnenschein Envy Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NED TO

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

5 months, medium size, medium strong, well balanced, lovely head and expression, high withers,
firm back, slightly short and steep croup, short in upper arm, good hind angulations, stands correct in
front, standing correct behind, a little bit close in hock going, correct coming, in movement is still
restricted in reach with good hind drive, firm back, slightly soft in ears.
2: Oakway Master Blaster
BROJAN LUCIFER

Very Promising
OAKWAY MAK'IN IT BIG*

4 months, medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, lovely head and expression, eyes could be
slightly darker, high withers firm back, slightly short in croup, short in upper arm, over angulated
behind, stands correct in front, stands close behind, close in the hock going, correct coming, in
movement is restricted in reach with good hind drive, firm back.
3: Sonnenschein Empress Pam
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NED TO

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

5 and a half months, medium size, medium strong, looks a bit stretched, nice head and expression,
high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, short upper arm, good hind angulation, stands
correct in front and behind, a bit close going, slightly out in elbows in the front, in movement is
restricted in the reach with good hind drive and a firm back.
4: Oakway Kudos
BROJAN LUCIFER

Very Promising
OAKWAY BASIC INSTINCT*

4 months, lovely type, compact, medium size, medium strong, lovely head and expression, eyes
could be slightly darker, high withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, short in upper arm,
overangulated behind, stands correct in front, stands a little bit close behind, very loose in hocks and
needs to firm up, in movement tends to have restricted reach with loose hocks behind.
5: Sunandeka Viva la Vida (Imp Aus)
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER

Very Promising
SUNANDEKA BONNIE BELL*

3 months, strong, medium size, well balanced, good head and expression, high wither, firm back,
short in croup, short in upper arm, good hind angulations, stands correct in front and behind, correct
going, correct coming, in movement slightly restricted in the reach, good hind drive, firm back.

6: Jacnel von Gavarol
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER

Very Promising
XTRA SPECIAL VON GAVAROL

5 months, medium size, medium strong, well balanced, good head and expression, high withers, firm
back, slightly short steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulations, stands correct in
front and behind, well developed chest, the eyes could be darker, slightly close going, correct coming,
in movement is restricted in the reach, has good hind drive.
7: Oldfields Ushka
ARTUS VOM SCHLOSS AM

Very Promising
SEIGEN NEXT EDITION (IMP AUS)

5 months, medium size, medium strong, looks a little bit heavy, eyes could be darker, high withers,
firm back, short and steep croup, short in upper arm, a little bit heavy in the front, standing correct in
front, standing close at the back, a bit close in hocks going, correct coming, in movement is restricted
in reach and drive.
8: Westfield Wild Child
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Very Promising
CH WESTFIELD KATIE

5 months, medium size, looks a bit stretched, medium strong, nice head and expression, slightly
upright in the shoulders, high withers, firm back, short croup, short in upper arm, good hind
angulation, standing correct in front, standing close behind, close in hocks going, a bit out in elbows
coming, in movement has restricted reach and good drive, firm back.
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9: Sonnenschein Ebony Rose
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

5 and a half months, medium size, medium strong, a little bit stretched, nice head and expression,
high wither, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, overangulated
behind, stands correct in front, slightly close behind, well developed chest, close going, correct
coming, in movement tends to be a little bit restricted in the reach and good hind drive, firm back.
10:
AMSTINE DAKA (IMP AUS)*

Wombarra Naf Very Promising
OAKWAY DYVINE LIGHT

3 months, medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, high withers,
slightly roached in the back, short steep croup, short upper arm, overangulated behind, stands correct
in front, close going, correct coming, in movement is slightly restricted in the reach with loose drive
behind.
11:
AMSTINE DAKA (IMP AUS)*

Wombarra NAF 2
Very Promising
OAKWAY DYVINE LIGHT

3 months, medium size, medium strong, well balanced, strong pigmentation, nice head and
expression, eyes could be darker, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, short upper arm,
stands correct in front, a little bit cow hocked behind, close in hocks going, needs to be firmer, out in
elbows coming, in movement tends to drop in the front a bit with restricted reach and good drive
behind.

Puppy Bitch
(Class 3a, 4 entries)

1: Booty Call of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP

Very Promising
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS

6 months, large, strong, looks a little bit heavy, lovely head and expression, high withers, firm back,
short and steep croup, short in upper arm, good hind angulation, correct standing in front, slightly
close in hocks behind, well developed chest, a little bit close going, correct coming, in movement is a
little bit restricted in the reach, very good hind drive, firm back, slight hook on the tail.
2: Rahkantra Keep the Faith
GERRY VOM SCHACHER (IMP GER TO

Very Promising
CH RAHKANTRA ENCHANTMENT

6 months, large, strong, well balanced, nice head and expression, nice eyes, high withers, firm back,
short in the croup, short in upper arm, nice hind angulation, stands correct in front, slightly cow
hocked
behind, slightly close in hocks going, correct coming, in movement is restricted in reach, good hind
drive, firm back, slightly loose in ears.
3: Beat The Odds of Taimana
YESTER VON FEUERMELDER (IMP

Promising
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS

6 months, medium size, medium strong, well balanced, nice head and expression, high withers, firm
back, short steep croup, short upper arm, slightly overangulated behind, close in hocks going, needs
to be firmer, correct coming, in movement tends to have a restricted reach, loose in the hocks, firm
back, ears could be firmer.
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Junior Bitch
(Class 5a, 12 entries)

1: Oakway Fabulousity
RAMIRO VOM KIRSCHENTAL (IMP GER)

Very Good Select
OAKWAY MAK'IN IT BIG*

1 year months, large, strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, eyes could be slightly
darker, high withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, short upper arm, good hind
angulations, standing correct in front, slightly close standing in the hind, a bit close in the hock going,
correct coming, in movement is slightly restricted in reach, powerful drive behind with firm back.
2: Zetland Nikita
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER *

Very Good
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, high withers, firm back,
slightly short and steep croup, short upper arm, good hind angulations well developed chest, close
standing in front, slightly close standing behind, is a little bit close in hocks going, correct coming, in
movement he is restricted in reach with very good powerful drive behind.
3: Brojan Taboo
KRIEGERHUND JAKE THE MUSS

Very Good
BROJAN PISCHA

1 year 8 months, strong, slightly stretched, good size, nice head, expression could be better, eyes
could be darker, high withers, firm back, short and steep croup, short in upper arm, slightly
overangulated behind, stands correct in front, standing correct behind, correct going, correct coming,
in movement is very restricted in the reach, good hind drive and firm back.
4: Karliza Nadia (Imp Aust)
SIRIO VOM RAUHTAL (IMP GER)*

Very Good
NICQUISTAR OPIUM*

Large, strong, slightly stretched, eyes could be darker, nice head and expression, high withers,
slightly roached in the back, short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulations,
close standing in front, a bit cow hocked standing behind, slightly cow hocked going, correct coming
in the front, in movement tends to be a little bit restricted in reach with very good hind drive, firm back.
5: Aktahund Take A Moment
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, dark sable, nice head where the eyes could be
slightly darker, high wither, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short upper arm, slightly
overangulated in the hind, little narrow standing in front, little bit close in the hock behind, needs to
have more development in the chest, close in going in the hocks, correct coming, in movement is a
little bit restricted in the reach, very good hind drive, firm back.
6: Aktahund Take That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch, nice head and expression, high withers, firm
back, short and steep croup, short upper arm, slightly overangulated behind, would like to see more
development in the chest, standing correct in front, a little bit cow hocked behind, a little bit close in
the
hocks going, correct coming, in movement is slightly restricted in the reach, good drive, a little bit
loose in the hocks, firm back.
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7: Rahkantra Ice Angel
RAHKANTRA HIGH AN MIGHTY

Good
RAHKANTRA GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

Medium size, medium strong, compact, strong pigmentation, eyes could be darker, high withers, firm
back, slightly short and flat croup, short in upper arm, good hind angulation, correct standing in front,
correct standing behind, correct going, correct coming, in movement is slightly restricted in reach,
very
good drive.
8: Sonnenschein Dequila
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Good
SONNENSCHEIN COS I AM

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, eyes could be darker, nice head and expression, high
withers, firm back, short and steep croup, slightly short upper arm, good hind angulation, stands
correct in front, slightly close behind, a little bit close in hocks going, correct coming, in movement has
restriction and tends to drop in the front and good hind drive.
9: Whitehawk Yusama
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)*

Good
FREEVALE HOT PINK (IMP AUS)

Medium size, medium strong, compact, nice head, expression could be better, eyes could be darker,
high withers, slightly roached in the back, short and steep croup, short in upper arm, good hind
angulations, stands a little bit close in the front, would like to see more development in the chest,
stands close in the hocks behind, going he is close in the hocks which need to firm up, loose in the
elbows coming, in movement is restricted in the front with a good drive at the behind with a firm back.
10:
REICHUND BUGIDIFINO

Reichund Just A Rumour
GLENNKA YANA

Good

1 year 10 months, medium size, medium strong, nice head and expression, high withers, firm back,
short and steep croup, too heavy in the front, short upper arm, good hind angulation, correct standing
in front, slightly close standing behind, a little bit close going, correct coming, in movement is a bit
restricted in reach, good drive with drop in the front.
11:
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ*

Westfield Vaasa Good
OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE*

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, eyes could be darker, high
withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, slightly upright in the
shoulders, slightly overangulated behind, standing correct in front, stands correct behind, correct
going, a little bit out in elbows coming, in movement is restricted in reach with very good hind drive
and firm back.
12:
AIMSWAY ARMED 'N' DANGEROUS

LaRycia Gotta Dream Good
LARYCIA ABRACADABRA*

Strong, slightly stretched, slightly light in pigmentation, eyes could be darker, nice head, high withers,
firm back, slightly short and steep croup, short in upper arm, good hind angulations, standing correct
in front, a little bit overangulated behind, hocks close going, slightly out in elbows coming, in
movement is very restricted in reach, very good drive.

Intermediate Bitch
(Class 6a, 4 entries)

1: Acarya Quick Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS*

Strong, large, compact, eyes could be darker, head and expression could be better, high withers, firm
back, short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulations, correct standing in
front, correct standing behind, a little bit close going, correct coming, in movement has slightly
restricted reach with very good hind drive, firm back.
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2: Aktahund Keep Takin All
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

Strong, large, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, dark eyes, high withers, firm back, slightly
short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, heavy in the front, a little overangulated behind,
standing a little bit east west in front, a little bit cowhocked standing behind, correct going, a little bit
out in elbows coming, in movement has a little bit restriction in reach with very good hind drive, firm
back.
3: Oldfields Seika
ANDACHT FORT NOX (IMP AUS)

Very Good
OLDFIELDS KELLY*

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, nice head where expression could be better, eyes
could be darker, high withers, slightly roached on the back, slightly short and flat croup, slightly
upright in the shoulder, slightly short in the upper arm, slightly over angulated behind, correct standing
in front, correct standing behind, slightly close in going, correct coming, in movement is very restricted
in the reach with good drive behind, with firm back.

New Zealand Bred Bitch
(Class 8a, 7 entries)

1: Oakway Just-a-Tease
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)*

Very Good Select
OAKWAY XPERT-TEASE*

Dog of good type, medium size, looks slightly stretched, medium strong, nice head and expression,
eyes could be darker, high withers, firm back, short and slightly steep croup, short in upper arm, good
hind angulations, well developed chest, correct standing in front, correct standing behind, a little close
in the hock going, correct coming, in movement he is slightly restricted in the reach and has a good
drive behind, seems to look as though she covers the ground very well with her movement, firm back.
2: Aktahund True Story
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

Medium size, medium strong, a little bit stretched, eyes could be darker, very good head and
expression, high withers, firm back, slightly short and a bit steep croup, short in upper arm, slightly
overangulated behind, a little bit narrow in the front, standing correct behind, correct going, slightly out
in elbows coming, in movement tends to have a little bit restriction in the reach, tends to drop in the
front, good hind drive and firm back.
3: Aktahund True That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

Large, strong, stretched, pigmentations could be stronger, high withers, slightly roached on the back,
short and steep croup, slightly short upper arm, well angulated hind, standing a bit east west in the
front, little bit cow hocked behind, a little bit close going, slightly out in elbows coming, in movement is
restricted in the reach with good drive, firm back, tends to drop in the front.
4: Hundmeister Have It Your Way
KRIEGERHUND JAKE THE MUSS

Very Good
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET*

Medium size, medium strong, a bit stretched, pigmentation could be darker, nice head, high withers,
firm back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short upper arm, a bit overangulated behind, needs
more chest development, stands correct in front, a little cow hocked behind, too much of a tuck up,
close going, hocks need to be firmer, slightly out in the elbows coming, in movement tends to have a
restriction is the reach, drops in the front, very powerful hind drive.
5: Rosimorn Callista
DAX VON DANSWAN

Very Good
BRADWINS SHOW A HEART

1 year 8 months, medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, nice head, expression could be
better, a little bit flat in the withers, high withers, firm back, a little bit upright in the shoulders, short
upper arm, slightly overangulated behind, correct standing in front, a little bit cowhocked behind,
correct going and coming, in movement tends to show a little bit heavy in the front and very restricted
in the reach and has a powerful drive and a firm back.

6: Heathcote Drama Queen
HEATHCOTE ZIGGY BLUE

Very Good
ZELLBURG ULANDA (IMP AUST)

lrge, strong, heavy, nice head, expression could be better, eyes could be darker, firm back, short and
steep croup, slightly upright in the shoulders, short upper arm, little bit overangulated behind, correct
standing in front and behind, correct going and coming, in movement tends to be a little bit heavy in
the front, restricted reach and drive.

Open Bitch
(Class 11a, 9 entries)

1: Hundmeister All About Me
AUS CH KWINT VOM JUERIKSTALL

Excellent
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET*

Medium size, medium strong, a little bit stretched, nice head and expression, high withers, firm back,
slightly short and slightly flat croup, short in upper arm, good hind angulations, correct standing in
front, slightly close standing behind, correct going, correct coming, in movement has slightly restricted
reach, very good drive and firm back and covers the ground well.
2: Ch Reichund You Go Girl
CH REICHUND MEET YA MAKER

Excellent
REICHUND SWEET AZ

Nice type, strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, eyes could be slightly darker, high
wither, firm back, slightly short and steep in croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulations,
correct standing in front, slightly close standing behind, a bit close in the hocks going, correct coming,
in movement has a little bit of restriction in reach with very good drive behind and a firm back.
3: Oldfields Kelly*
STATTLICH GOLD RUSH

Excellent
SEIGEN NEXT EDITION (IMP AUST)

Large, strong, a little bit stretched, head and expression could be better, high withers, firm back,
slightly short and steep croup, slightly upright in the shoulders, slightly short in upper arm, good hind
angulations, correct standing in front, correct standing behind, close in hocks going, correct coming,
in movement is very restricted in the reach with very good drive behind and a firm back.
4: Brojan Quiet Riot
BROJAN LUCIFER

Excellent
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE

Large, strong, looking a little bit heavy, slightly stretched, nice head, eyes could be slightly darker,
high withers firm back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short upper arm, good hind angulations,
standing correct in front, standing correct behind, well developed in chest, a little close going, correct
coming, in movement is slightly restricted in reach with good hind drive with a firm back.
5: Klausenburg Espresso
ENG & NZ CH PHILIP AUS DER NEUEN

Excellent
KLAUSENBURG CAPPUCCINO

Sable colour, large strong, slightly stretched, nice head and expression, high withers, firm back,
slightly short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulations, well developed
chest, correct standing in front, correct standing behind, correct going and coming, in movement tend
to be a little bit restricted in the reach but has good drive and firm back and is a little bit soft in the
ears.
6: Oakway Xpert-Tease*
OAKWAY QUANTUM LEAP*

Very Good
OAKWAY BASIC INSTINCT*

Large, strong, little bit stretched, nice head, eyes could be darker, high withers, firm back, slightly
short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, good hind angulations, standing correct in front,
standing correct behind, looking a little bit heavy, a bit close in the hocks going, correct coming, in
movement tends to show she is heavy and is restricted in reach and drive and is a little soft in the
ears.
7: Zetland Madam Mya *
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER *

Very Good
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, eyes could be darker, nice head, high wither, firm

back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short in upper arm, slightly upright in shoulder, good hind
angulations, good development in the chest, standing correct in front, slightly close behind, correct
going, slightly throwing out the elbows coming, in movement is very restricted in the reach with very
good hind drive with a firm back.
Best Bitch:
Reserve Best Bitch:

Hundmeister All About Me (Open Bitch)
Ch Reichund You Go Girl (Open Bitch)

Best In Show:
Reserve Best In Show:
Baby Puppy In Show:
Puppy In Show:
Junior In Show:
Intermediate In Show:
New Zealand Bred In Show:
Open In Show:

Hundmeister All About Me (Open Bitch)
Brojan Shock Wave (Open Dog)
Sonnenschein Envy Me (Baby Puppy Bitch)
Boldova of Taimana (Puppy Dog)
Oakway Fabulousity (Junior Bitch)
Acarya Quick Fakir (Intermediate Bitch)
Ch Zetland Manhatton (New Zealand Bred Dog)
Hundmeister All About Me (Open Bitch)
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List of Exhibitors
Lisa Amlehn, Lori Amlehn: 2339 Homebush Road, RD, Coalgate 7673
Ms D Bannan: 913 Main North Road, RD1, Kaiapoi 7691
Mrs C.A. Black: 7 Innes Road, 7 R.D., Ashburton
Mr Barry Black, Mr G.T. Black: 7 Innes Road, 7 R.D., Ashburton, 7777
Mr M Bradley: 40 Dunns Road, 9 RD, Otatara, Invercargill
C Brodie: Main Road, Charteris Bay, RD1 Lyttelton
Peter Coleman: 8 Black Street, Stoke, Nelson
Miss N Connor: 11 Curries Road, Christchurch
Mr A Connor, Mrs L Connor: 55 McPhedrons Road, Oxford, North Canterbury
Mr D Coombes: PO Box 23, Riversdale, Southland 9744
Jane Dalzell: 5 Stonycroft Lane, Hei Hei, Christchurch 8042
Mr K Dawber: 130 King Street, Rangiora
G Dixon:
Mrs Joan Evans: 52 Topito Road, Tuahiwi, RD 1, Kaiapoi 7961
Mr Darren Evans: 52 Topito Road, Tuahiwi, RD1, Kaiapoi 7691
Mr Graham Fahey:
Mr J.K. Field: 503 Hoskyns Road, West Melton, RD 5, Christchurch 7675
Miss A J Field: Hoskyns Road, RD5, West Melton, Christchurch
Miss P Gardiner: 2 St Lukes Street, Woolston, Christchurch
Mr A J Gibson: 448 Marshs Road, Halswell, Christchurch 8025
Miss M Gill: c/- 913 Main North Road, RD1, Kaiapoi
Mrs A Grant, Mr R Grant: 50 Sullivans Road, Springbrook, RD 2, Timaru
Mrs M Green: PO Box 186, Inglewood, Taranaki
Mr B W Grives, Mrs J P Grives: 2920 Tram Road, RD 5, Rangiora 7475
L Halliwell, P A Halliwell, R A Halliwell: 248 Front Miranda Road, RD 6, Thames
M Hibbs: 796 Karamea-Kohaihai Road, RD3, Karamea
Mr A Hill, Mrs H Hill: Pannetts Road, Greenpark, RD 4, Christchurch 7674
Liz Lilley: 159 Hepburns Road, RD6, Ashburton
Mr B Mayhew, Mrs J Mayhew: 129 Turners Road, Ouruhia, Christchurch
Mrs J O’Donoghue: 24 Wilkes Street, Richmond, Nelson
Mrs C Orchard: 142 Winters Road, Christchurch
Mr C Ormsby, Mrs K Ormsby: 71A Waitangi Road, Onehunga, Auckland, 1061
Mr K W Perham: 86 High Street, Timaru
J Pomeroy: PO Box 186, Inglewood, Taranaki
Mr S Prendergast: P.O. Box 107, Dunsandel 7657
Mrs D Rahurahu: 283 Tuahiwi Road, RD 1, Kaiapoi
Mrs D.A. Renga: 65 Vormanby Street, Rakaia 7710, debroberts@kinect.co.nz
Mrs AC Shefford, Mr JW Shefford: PO Box 71, Winton, Southland
Mrs J Smith, Mr R Smith: PO Box 42-103, Wainuiomata, Wellington
Miss K P Stice: 34 Shetland Street, Dunedin
Mr J T Walsh, Mrs T Walsh: 1 John Street, Hinds, RD3, Ashburton 7773
Mrs E Wilkinson: P.O. Box 20180, Christchurch
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